Correlation filter based tracking has attracted many researchers' attention in recent years for high efficiency and robustness. Most existing works [1, 2, 4] focus on exploiting different characteristics with correlation filters for visual tracking, e.g., circulant structure, kernel trick, effective feature representation and context information.
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Results. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we follow the metric used in [6] . Fig. 1 shows precision and success plots which contains the mean distance and overlap precision over all the 50 1 The source code and experimental results are available at http://www.nlpr.ia.ac. cn/iva/homepage/jqwang/publications.htm Table 1 has shown the results of CCT on the Princeton Tracking Benchmark. As shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 , our approach CCT outperforms the other trackers with a significant gain in accuracy.
